
Description
Methionine, cysteine, homocysteine, and  
taurine are the four common sulfur-containing 
amino acids in humans and animals.  
Only methionine and cysteine amino acids  
are incorporated into proteins.

Since each of these amino acids contains  
sulfur, and since many foods in the human and 
animal diet contain both amino acids and are 
cooked at high temperatures, at issue is whether 
the process of cooking liberates hydrogen  
sulfide and related sulfur compounds. If so,  
this may have exposure implications in the food 
industry and potentially in non-occupational  
environments, such as at home.

Situation/Problem:
It is known that hydrolysis of cysteine produces hydrogen sulfide2, which is noted to be an essential  
chemical for use by human organs, including the brain. Sulfur-containing amino acids can be hydrolyzed  
in vivo by biological activity or by high temperatures during cooking to produce and liberate hydrogen  
sulfide. Sulfur within the amino acids is reduced to form hydrogen sulfide. It is known that the release of 
sulfur compounds plays a role as a flavoring agent in foods3. 

The role of these four amino acids in the metabolism and biosynthesis of hydrogen sulfide is beyond  
the scope of this presentation. However, because of the association of amino acid with proteins, there are 
possibilities of enhanced exposures to sulfur compounds if the amino acids are added as supplements to 
food products, which are then cooked. This study determined this to be the case in the food industry,  
particularly with L-cysteine and methionine. 

Much is known about high hydrogen sulfide exposures from farming, from petrochemical operations,  
and from bacterial generation. However, there seems to be minimal exposure information in the literature 
that addresses sulfur compound exposure potential in the food industry. This presentation includes both 
quantitative and qualitative exposure data produced by cooking substances that inherently contained both 
amino acids and cooking substances in which both amino acids were added externally.

Methods:
To determine if hydrogen sulfide and related sulfur compounds were being generated into work  
areas within the food industry, area air monitoring was conducted for both qualitative and quantitative  
purposes. Pressure cooking, extruding, and production operations were evaluated. Each of these  
processes may require higher temperatures, i.e., in excess of 1500° F.   

The purpose of the qualitative aspect of this project was to identify the range of potential sulfur  
compounds possibly being generated. This included hydrogen sulfide and organic sulfur compounds.  
Samples were collected with helium diffusion samplers (HDS) and analyzed by gas chromatography  
followed by mass spectrometry per EPA TO 154 at an AIHA-accredited laboratory. Area and personal  
samples were collected with Multi Rae direct reading instruments with an H2S chemical sensor5. Samples 
were collected during meat production at operations incorporating high temperatures, generally  
in excess of 150° F.

Results: 
The area air sampling results were relevant to general work areas in the food producing facilities.  
Exposure monitoring was indicative of actual employee exposures. The area sampling results present  
an exposure potential concern related to the individual processes, specifically as they relate to  
short-term exposures. 

Industrial cooking operations are relatively enclosed and contained. However, at times a system  
has to be “opened” for an operator to visually inspect the product or to take measurements. Working at  
an open system occurs over a short period of time, as the system must be kept closed to maintain the  
appropriate temperature.

Table 1 shows area H2S data as collected over an open pressure cooking vessel and over an open  
extruder during chicken cooking with amino acid added. As noted in that table, there were H2S releases 
and, depending on the position of the operator during the opening, the OSHA Ceiling and/or TLV STEL  
exposure limits were exceeded. Figure #3 shows graphically that high peak levels of H2S were detected in 
the steam cloud area. This sample profile did not represent an operator’s exposure. The levels varied due 
to the dynamic nature of the vapor release. Due to the limited exposure time for a process opening,  
TWA exposures were expected to be acceptable.

Table 2 shows exposures to other sulfur compounds that were detected during the process of opening  
the cooking system. The area concentrations were significantly lower than H2S. Over 30 sulfur compounds 
were scanned for this analysis, and three were detected.

Table 3 shows personal exposures during the production portion of the operation. This data is  
representative of exposures with all processes closed. This data confirms that closed processes will not 
present H2S exposure issues, absent leakage. This is illustrated in Figure 4. As noted, H2S levels were  
0 ppm when away from the equipment. There were low-level peaks, that likely occurred when the  
operator was positioned near the emission area.
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Equipment Scenario
Hydrogen Sulfide 

Conc. STEL or  
Ceiling  (ppm)

Temperature (°F) Exposure Stds.
Guidelines* (ppm)

Pressure Cooker Open Top Ceiling — 51
STEL — 4.6 170 to 185 TLV TWA 1.0

TLV STEL 5.0
OSHA C 20Extruder Open Discharge Ceiling — 58

STEL — 6.9 185 to 190

Figure 3.  
H2S: Worse-Case Scenario —  
Over Extruder

Figure 4.  
H2S: Operator Exposure

Equipment Scenario Sulfur Compounds Conc. (ppm) Temp. (°F) Exposure Stds.  
& Guidelines* (ppm)

Pressure Cooker Open Top Carbonyl Sulfide
Carbon Disulfide

0.18
0.018 175 – 180 Carbonyl Sulfide

TLV TWA — 5.0
OSHA — NE

Carbon Disulfide
TLV TWA — 1.0
OSHA PEL — 20

OSHA C — 30

Extruder Open Discharge Carbonyl Sulfide
Carbon Disulfide

0.045
0.055 185 – 190

Equipment Scenario
Hydrogen Sulfide 

Conc. STEL or  
Ceiling  (ppm)

Temperature (°F) Exposure Stds.
Guidelines* (ppm)

Pressure Cooker Open Top TWA — 0.07 N/A TLV TWA 1.0
TLV STEL 5.0

OSHA C 20Extruder Open Discharge TWA — < 0.12 N/A



Discussion:
The fact that cooking meats  
and certain vegetables has the  
potential for off-gassing volatile 
sulfur compounds, including the 
more volatile hydrogen sulfide 
and carboxylic compounds, has 
been known for many years6.   
In this study, sulfur compounds, 
primarily hydrogen sulfide and 
lower levels of organic sulfur  
compounds, were detected near 
the heat sources for the cooking 
activity. Area concentrations in 
the immediate areas of the equipment, where hot gases were released, presented the highest levels,  
exceeding the short-term exposure limit TLV of 5.0 ppm and, in a few cases, the OSHA Ceiling limit of  
20 ppm. The operators’ short-term exposures were shown to be significant when attending to this  
equipment. Low to non-detectable exposure concentrations were detected in their general work areas, 
away from the cooking equipment. Since employees do not work directly in the areas where there are  
periodic releases, their TWA exposures were considerably lower and well below all relevant exposure  
standards and guidelines. This data supports the fact that sulfur-containing amino acids are being  
hydrolyzed as a result of elevated temperatures and were releasing sulfur compounds during cooking. 

Food industry employees could experience sulfur compound exposures, the degree of which will  
depend on the food, whether any of the four sulfur-containing amino acids were added, the volume 
cooked, the temperature, the presence of ventilation, and their location in regards to the cooking activity. 
There is information in the literature that supports the opinion that low-level exposures to hydrogen  
sulfide may have more significant toxicities than what has been considered by regulatory agencies.  
There is minimal information on the toxicity of hydrogen sulfide at levels below 2 ppm. Dr. Scott Simonton 
outlined his research on chronic toxicity of low-level exposure to hydrogen sulfide in a 2007 article.7  
Low-level exposures would be important in the cooking industry and possibly in restaurants, where  
chronic, low-level exposures may be present. 

For food industry employees, sulfur compound exposures should be evaluated during the cooking process, 
especially when process equipment is opened at higher temperatures. There are also concerns for confined 
space issues, as sulfur vapors could linger in a process vessel. 

Conclusion:
Based on the data generated for this report, as well as similar studies noted in the literature, cooking  
meats and vegetables can release hydrogen sulfide and organic sulfur compounds. The level of exposure 
will be affected by numerous variables, including the type of meat, the addition of sulfur-based amino  
acids, process temperatures and the proximity of operators to exposure sources. This was a limited study. 
To thoroughly assess the exposure potential for food workers, additional data is needed that incorporates 
more of these variables, including meat types and amino acid additions.
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